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Design challenge

Students will learn about brain health, how to optimize it, and how this past 
year of relatively sedentary activities may be a risk of injury upon returning to 

school/sport in the fall. 

This design challenge will provide them with the opportunity to learn from 
experts in the field of brain health, wellness and performance. 

Students will be empowered to put this new knowledge to the test 
immediately, harmonizing it with their own creativity, and leveraging design 
thinking, to create solutions that may help reduce children's’ risk of reinjury 

in the fall… protecting both their brain and body! 

Compete for the best prototype! 



COMPETE & 
FUNDRAISE

Compete & Fundraise
E-Sport Tournament

Fundraising for CLFC through an Esport Fortnight tournament. Engaging a wide 
audience of participants in order to raise funds for the Concussion Legacy 

Foundation Canada. 

Throughout the tournament host channel will also be educating viewers and 
participants on healthy gaming behaviors and lifestyle habits, reinforcing how 

to pursue videogaming in a more healthy manner. 



LIVESTREAM FOR 
SOCIAL IMPACT

Livestream for Social Impact 

Host channel for fundraising event & our content creators will promote brain 
health, as well as showcase educational & socially impactful video/online 

games that exist. 

Bringing to the surface various games that can act as a medium for social 
change and benefit. 

Engaging a wide audience

Focus on engaging attendees, educating, & bringing in charitable donations



Who?

Design challenge 
Selwyn house and Invitee schools 

Compete and fundraise
Open tournament (public) 

Livestream for social impact
Open event (we encourage schools participating in the design challenge to invite their 
students, parents, alumni networks, and other stakeholders to join and enjoy the virtual 
event!)  



Virtual event

May 7th, 2021

Sign-up here: https://www.p4t.io/impact-sport 

General Inquiries 

Adrienne Crampton 

crampton@concussionfoundation.ca 

https://www.p4t.io/impact-sport


Livestream for 
social impact
(CFLC)

Future of Teen 
Sports Design 
Challenge
(P4T)

Compete & 
Fundraise
(Powered by 
Rumble)

24 Design Challenge!
-video game tournament
-educational content
-design challenge

KPIs:
-youth engaged late into 
evening/day (ie. hours)
-youth converted from 
tournament to 
educational content and 
challenge

Prize: 1-yr 
‘path to pro’ 
contract

Prize: 1-yr 
college 
bursary or 
scholarship

Prize: 1-yr 
unlimited 
subscription 
to games or 
trainers

BD/fundraise 
in the 
background



Compete and fundraise (e-Sports Event) (1000s of international youth)

Live Content (100s of adult creators)

Design Challenge (100s of local youth) 
Content

Wall

Content
Wall

Critical
Massl

(critical mass above is 
international collection of 
potential new patrons 
with very large 
engagement rate)

= hundreds of pieces of 
incredible and original 
content to share on 
social, email, and phone


